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A study of screw compressor rotor geometry with a new 
method for the remote measurement of clearances 

BSc. C. 5. Holmes and Dr. R. G. Munro, Milnrow 

Abstract 
The search for an accurate met hod of clearance measu remeni su iiable 

for screw compressor roiors has resulted in an opti caJ technique whi ch is 
es pec iaJl y suita ble for meas uring gaps of less than 100 mi cron s betwee n re
ft ecting surfaces of !a rge surface radius. The method uses a lamp and imag
ing/detector arrangement to measure the amount of transmiited light. lis 
appli caiion to rotors depend s on ihe conjugaie properli es of the profiles, and 
on th e exisience of a basic normal rack form a long wh ose surface ih e lines of 
sight lie . Computer method s are used to derive seal li ne parameters from the 
num ericaJ data defining tb e rotor profiles. The surface shapes adjacent to t he 
optical axis are caJcu lated, to allow predi ct ions of the caJ ibration curves to 
be mad e based on empiricaJ res ulis. The sysiem overcomes the problems of 
opti cal resolution normaJly associa ted with narrow gaps, and t he problern of 
spurious multipl e refl eciion s beiween ihe surfaces. Patentsare pending. 

Abriß 

Die Suche nach einer exakten Technik der Mess ung von Abständen bei 
Schraubenkompresso r- Rotoren führte zu einer optischen Meßmethode, die 
sich fii r Abstände von weniger als 100 Mikron zwischen refl ektierend en Ober
fl ächen mit großem Oberflächenradiu s besonders eignet. Das Aggregat be
steht aus einer Lampe und Abbildungs- /Deiektoreinheii, mit de r die Menge 
des durchge hend en Li chts gemessen wird. Die Anwendung dieser methode 
bei Rotoren hängt von der Art des In ein and ergreifens der Profile, sowie von 
der Regelm ä ßigkeit der Eingriffe ab, a n deren Oberfl ächen die Sichtlinien 
verl au fen . Di e Parameter der Abcli chtungslinie werden vom Computer von 
den numeri schen Daten der Rotorprofile abgeleitet . Die an die optische Achse 
angrenzend en Oberflächenformen werd en berechnet , damit sich Vorau ssagen 
über die Eichkurven au f empirische Werte gründen lassen. Diese Technik 
ermögli cht es, Schwie rigkeiten der optischen Aufl ösung bei besond ers kleinen 
Spal te n und der zufäll igen, mehrfachen Reflexion zwi schen den Oberfl ächen 
zu Überwinden. Die Patentanm eldun g läuft. 
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1 Introduction 
I th . b · sed that a n e manufacture of screw compressor rotors 1t has long een recogm 

ffi . . d . bl b th for accu-more e c1ent method of measuring the rotor clearances IS es1ra e, 0 . 

d d T . . I d · t'ty productwn racy an spee . he prmc1pal method currently emp oye m quan 1 

depends on the manual insertion of feeler gauges, with the rotors mounted betwee~ 
centre supports. For occasional measurements of individual rotors, a three- di
mensional Co-ordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) may be used, and some CM~s 
have been developed specifically for rotor-type components [1,2]. In order to denve 
clearance information, CMM measurements of a rotor pair must undergo a com
puter simulation of engagement in order to derive the clearance pattern. Feeler 
gauges measure clearance directly, and being relatively quick, are suit~ble for the 
production process. However, the subjectivity introduced when estimatmg between 
sizes, together with the difficulty of positioning the feeler accurately, makes the 
method only accurate to about ±10 rnicrons (pm), and although quicker than the 
CMM for measuring clearances, the operation is still rather slow for !arge batches. 
In general, the smaller the rotors to be measured, the tighter are the tolera~ces 00 

the specified clearances, and the demands placed on the manufacturing and mspec
tion process are correspondingly greater. The purpose of the present res~arch was 
to find a method of measurement which is suitable for the production envJronme.nt, 
and is both accurate and cost-effective. Geometrical considerations (see sectiOD 
2) suggested that a remote optical technique might offer the advantage of speed, 
provided sufficient accuracy could be obtained. 

Three techniques were considered . The normal method of direct image measure
ment is used in optical projector and machine vision systems, and is well kno~n , 
but some difficulty is experienced when measuring small gaps. A general discusswn 
of the problems is given by Batchelor [3]. Willis and Seth [4,5] have used Iaser 
d~ffraction techniques for measuring the gap between rollers. Neither of these tech
mques is suitable for narrow gaps between objects with !arge surface radii such as 
compressor rotors. 

The method described in section 3 uses the transrnission principle, in which a 
uniform beam of light is directed at the gap and measured by means of a detec
tor at the other side. A system using X-ray transrnission for the measurement of 
elastohydrodynamic oil films is described by Sibley, Orcutt and Austin [6,7] and by 
Kanneil and Bell [8]. Our experiments using ordinary visible light have showed that 
for a given object- pair a unique non- li near relationship exists between gap size and 
transmitted light energy, and the method is able to detect gaps down to 7.5 pm. 
The work is in a commercially sensitive phase, and a detailed disclosure is therefore 
n?t appropriate at this stage, but a general description of the operating principle is 
given below, followed by a description of the main features of an automated rotor 
clearance inspection machine. 
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2 Geometrical Considerations 

2.~ The Normal Rack and Viewing Feasibility. 

The line of rninimum clearance between·the rotors is a 3-dimensional curve called 
the seal line, which travels axiall;r as the rotors rota.te together. In crder to apply 
a n optical technique to the measurement of rotors it is first necessary to establish 
the correct viewing angle, and. to be certain that the line of sight is not interrupted 
by e ithe r surface other than at tte sealline. 

The theoretical rotor profiles (i.e. without clearance allowance) are conjugate 
in t he t ransverse section-. (For a discussion of the conditions for conjugacy see a 
_ andard reference text on gears such as Merritt [9] or Buckingham [10] .) It follows 
from this that a basic rack form exists for any given rotor pair. The corresponding 
normal projection of this basic rack form is called the normal basic .rack, or mm:e 
s imp ly, the normal rack. 

Early rotor profiles resembled circular arc gears, and being of simple form. were 
susceptible to normal methods of analysis, an example of which isthat ca.rried out by 
D yso n , Evans and Snidle [11] . These simple types are becoming less common, and 
ty pical modern profiles are asymmetric, and have ccmposite mt.:tually- generated 
fo rms. Computer numerical methods are therefore preferable for calculations . Pro
fi le i nfo rmation is usually supplied as a co-ordinate Iist of points in the transverse 
( x-y) plane, toget her with the corresponding flank angles. T ypically for each profile 
a list o f 500- 1000 x-y co-ordinate points is supplied, to 8 or 9 significant figures, 
toge ther with the corresponding flank angles. These, together with the pitch line 
~eli x angle and pitch circle radii are sufficient to allow calculation of a set of corre
s ponding points on the transverse basic rack , normal basic rack and ~eal line, the 
las t two being most conveniently described in a co-ordin~te system related to the 
no rmal plane, with associated seal line flank angles. 

The normal rack could be passed between the engaged pair in a straight iine 
parallel to the helix tangent at the pitch point, and would make tangential, or 
grazing contact with the conjugate forms. The analogous manufacturing process is 
p laning. This being t he case, it follows that if one views the rotorpair at this helix 
a ngle, one sees all the points where each rotor contacts the rack surface, and hence 
wh ere. contact between the conjugate forms occurs. Thesepoints taken together form 
t he seai line, although with practical rotors, i.e. with clearance, actual contact is 
o nly permitted over a short section of the sealline at or near the pitch circle. 

The normal basic rack surface could be considered as being made up of a series 
oi s traight lines parallel to the helix tangent at the pitch point. Each straight line 
wo uki 'see' a point of contact and would have an unobstructed entry and exit path . 
This may be stated as follows: 

For every point of contact between a pair of conjugate helical surfaces 
there exists a coi.nmon tangent which is parallel to the helix tangent at 
the pitch- point . 

An uninterrupted view of the gap is therefore possible at this angle for all points 
on the seal line. 
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Figure 1: Elements of the Measuring Apparatus 

2.2 Surface Curvature 

The surfaces are curved both across the direction of view, and along it, and this 
curvature contributes to the transrnitted light by multiple refl ections which occur 
between the surfaces. 

At any selected point on the sealline the normal to the surface of the normal rack 
defines the required scanning direction for the measurement, and it is useful to define 
the measurement plane as a plane containing this normal and the line of sight. 
The intersection of this plane with the rotor surfaces is a pair of adjacent convex 
curves whose common tangent lies at the point of contact between the surfaces 
(for theoretical rotors), or at the point of rninimum separation (for real rotors with 
clearance). These curve pairs may be calculated and t he instantaneous radii of 
curvature and their radii of curvature at the contact point derived . These surface 
radii can be !arge, especially at the pitch line. This data may then be related lo 
empirical calibration graphs, a lthough the exact nature of the relationship between 
surface shape and transmitted light is complex. 

Before any measurements can be made it is necessary for the viewing apparatus 
to be accurately positioned in relation to the seal line. The scan must be made in 
the appropriate direction, i.e. normal to the gap image, and the effect on the gap 
of adjustments to the rotors must be accurately known. 

3 The M easuring Apparatus 

The basic elements ofthe system are shown in fig . 1. The projector and camera 
assembly are kept in fixed relationship to each other, and the rotors are supported 
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Figure 2: The Rotor Support Assembly 

between centres in a purpose-built assembly. 
The projector directs light at the gap which is viewed at a suitable magnifica

t ion and work ing distance by the CCD camera. The image seen by the camera is 
disp layed on a monitor, so that the shape of the gap can be seen, together with any 
dust or other contamination which might affect the readings. A typical gap image 
is shown in fig. 3, with cross-hairs superirnposed as the screen datum. A frame 
ca.pture board records the irnage in rnemory, and this is then analysed by software 
to give a. rnea.sure of the gap. 

The rotor support assernbly is shown in fig . 2. lt is designed so that fine adjust
ments of height , centre distance and viewing angle may be made. lt is also provides 
for fin e adjustment of the rotary posit ion of one rotor rela tive to the other so that 
the ga.p can be varied as desired over the range of interest . 

The upper rotor is locked against rota.tion , whilst the lower rotor is rotated by 
mea.ns of an arm fixed to the rotor shaft. The outer end of this arm carries a vertical 
adj usting screw which bears down und er gravity on a pedestal sitting on the base 
plate. Extremely fine adjustrnents of the gap are thus possible. A dial indicator 
detects vertical movement of the arm at a known radius from the rotor axis. The 
ro tation in degrees can be calculated and related to the change in gap by means of 
appropriate formulae. 

Tbe heights of the centres relative to the base plate are set by means of gauge 
blocks. If the height of the opt ical axis is also rneasured it is possible to know 
precisely which part of t he seal line is in view. The plane containing the rotor axes 
is a lso set at the correct angle to th e optical axis, i.e. the pitch line heli x angle. 
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Figure 3: Gap ima.ge with cross- ha irs. 

The pro jector houses a tungs ten fil ament lamp, and d irects a uniform whjte 
spol of light at the object . T he camera Jenses are selected to give an optimur11 
combination of working di stance and magnification. Too low a magnification might 
result in a contact point being mas ked by the light on either side, whil st too !arge a 
magnification gives too localised a vi ew and wastes light. The gap image is formed 
on the surface of the CC D array, whicb consists of a ma tri x of 512x512 pixels each 
measuring approximately 13 J.Lm . A monitor displays the gap as seen by the camera, 
and Software-genera ted cross- hairs are displayed across the screen centre. The Iamp 
brightness is adjusted to avoid saturation, a nd an optimum sensitivity obtained. 

A frame-grabber board within the bost computer captures the image in tbe 
form of a memory map which is then analysed by tbe image ana lysis software. 
Tbis detects the orientation of one edge forming the gap by fitting a Ieast-squares 
straight line through lhe points at a selected grey Ievel (see fig. 4) . Alternatively 
the gap orientation can be calculated and input as a numerical value. The systen1 
then performs a series of scans at right angles to the image, covering a reetangle of 
selected widtb , and returns the central and minimum values. The minimum value 
is used for gap measurements. The monitor di splays the scan in the form of an 
intensity graph or trace on the screen, which has a Gaussian form . 

The trace area is integrated toreturn a number which is related to the transmit
ted light energy at the selected pos ition. The system may be calibrated to read in 
convenient intensity units following integration of the trace. The intensity correc
tion factor is set by means of a reference slit placed in the object position . The size 
of the slit in microns can be entered, thereby setting the intensity units returned 
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Figure 4: Straight line fit method of detect ing gap ori entation. 

Figure 5: Scan line with intensity profi le and integration result. 
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Figure 6: Gap Measurements on a Rotor Pair. 

by the programme. It is convenient to describe these units as sli t- equivalent units, 
or s.e. u. A scan line with its corresponding intensity trace is shown in fig. 5. 

By adjusting the rotor gap through a range of sizes calibration curves can be 
drawn, and software look-up tables constructed from the calibrated points may then 
be tested on the samepair of rotors. Typically a resolu t ion and repeatabil ity of less 
than half a micron is achieved for this object-pair. The system may then be used to 
measure other rotors of a simi lar type at the same inspection position, as illustrated 
in fig. 6. It will be seen that although some accuracy has been lost, the measure
ments are quite acceptable. The distortions are caused by slight variations in shape 
between different rotors which affect the optical transmission characteristics of the 
gap. 

Other effects might also be present, such as surface texture variations, wh ich 
affect the proportion of specu lar and diffuse reflect ion. A useful study of these 
has been carried out by Baker [12] . Indicat ions so far with rotors are that surface 
texture effects are of secondary importance. 

The parallel lines enclosing the readings are arbitrary and indicate a range of 
±3 Jl.m , although this is not a claim for accu racy; such claims can on ly be made 
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after a !a rge quant ity of measurements have been taken and ana lysed , and this work 
is s t ill continuing at Holroyd in England. 

A fu ll study of the effects of surface shape and texture on the optical transrnission 
phe nomena wou ld be long and complex, and would represent an extensive research 
pro ject in its own right. The picture is complicated by the fact that the transmission 
is a lso affected by the characterist ics of the optical system employed, e.g. the 
num er ical aperture of the camera lenses. Such a study might even allow a fu ll 
p red ict ion of the optical transrnission characteristics of a given object-pair. Our 
ow n st udy has so far been limited to assembling the empirical data required for a 
fu nct ional measuring machine. 

4 A utomated Measurement of R otors 

T he optical method of measurement described above offers several advantages over 
current production methods of inspect ion. A fu lly- automated computer- controlled 
( CN C) mach ine will overcome the difficu lties mentioned in the introduction. With 
the rotors mounted one above the other between centre supports, the opt ical as-

mbly wi ll move to view a selected profi le position and take measuremen ,s over 
relatively short sections of the seal line, typically around 0.5 mm . The minimum 
g ap value detected in the field of view wi ll be the required clearan ce. In fact a 
s ingle scan line covers 0.2 J.tm approximately, but this is considered too narrow a 
sa mp le tobe of use , and the multiple scan method is preferable. Measurements may 
t hen be Laken as the rotor pair is rotated through all its positions of engagement, 
and a full set o f readings taken if required. The process may be repeated for other 
pos itio ns around the profile, and at various sections along the length of the rotor. 
Each frame capture takes on ly a fract ion of a second, and the data will be processed 
as the roto rs move on to t he next posit ion . Shaft rotat ion is measured by rotary 
cnco cl crs a nd this makes the measurement of backlash an easily- incorporated fea
tu re . H a lso becomes poss ible to include a single flank , or transmission test , such as 
is used in the meas urement of gcars, and the graphical output may well offer usefu l 
info rmat ion where rotor vibration or noi se is a prob lem. 

Ind ividual profi les may be measured by pairing with a master rotor which has 
bcen prev ious ly measured on a CMM , and th e resulting clearance values may be 
usecl to de rive in formation about the unknown rotors. It is envisaged that this 
in formation will be used to calcu late cutter corrections where necessary. 

The production environmcnt is usuall y a host ile one, where temperature varia
tio ns, vibration, and contamination are present. The effect of temperature on the 
meas uring systern is to cause variations in lamp brightness and camera element sen
s i i vi ty. These effects can be eliminated by setting the sensitivity of the system with 
thc re fe re nce s lit . If no corrections are made, day- to- day variations a re normally 
less than 1%. It is clearly not a simple matter to eliminate the effect of tempera.-
ur on rotors in a factory env ironmen t which may be subject to many sources of 

tem p rature va.riation. However, further software correct ion may be app lied based 
on an es timate of the material lemperature, if the effects of thermal expansion on 
h various inspection positions are calculated and written into the program. 
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The CCD camera system has an exposure time during which a frame is captured, 
and the duration of this is selectable over a range simi lar to that of an ordina.ry 
photographic camera. With normal settings the effect of vibrations is effectively 
eli minated. 

In common with all optical sytems, the effect of contarnination is a danger. The 
rotors must be clean, and if necessary an occasional jet of clean air may be used to 
clear dust from the gap. 

The effect of ambient light has been completely elirninated by means of a. tele· 
centric filter in the camera optics. 

5 Conclusion 

The method as out lined above appears tobe suffi ciently sensitive and repeatable to 
offer a significant improvement over the feeler method for the measurement of screw 
compressor rotors, and by pairing with a known master it will supply information 
about individual rotors. The method is very appropriate for rotor production, since 
it is ideally suited to automation, wh il st the advantages of convenience over CMM 
systems a re likely to be considerab le. Patents are pend ing. 
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